
Brave Heart, Sparkling Moonbeam 

 

 

My name is Tyipa, daughter of Mariyam and Cameron Golding. I live on the outskirts of the 

River Murray.  

The river shines brightly and is cool and refreshing to splash on our hot, dry faces. We cannot 

drink the water; it is not good for our systems. If we get sick, we are a long way away from 

help. We drink fresh from the springs. I tell Mami that the water is shining as bright as 

diamonds. She smiles at this, and tells me, “If you ever get lost, follow the river, my little 

moonbeam.”   

My name means the moon, and Mami and Papi like to call me their little “moonbeam”.  

The trees surrounding the river are emerald-coloured, and provide shade in the hot, dusty 

weather. I find little sugar-gliders, sleeping in the trees, and stroke their fluffy fur.  

Evening comes, and me and Mami go to collect the honey for the damper. “Always leave some 

behind, my little moonbeam.” Mami tells me, “For if we take too much now, when we really 

need it, it’ll be gone.” My Mami is smart, and I believe her. The bees that make the yummy, 

rich honey, do not sting us. They flutter around, making their shadows dance on the red soil 

beneath our feet. We pile the honey into the bucket we have carried, and look up to see the 

sunset, just in time. 

 The sky was pink and purple painted, on an orange canvas, with the white ibises becoming 

black smudges on the horizon. I love ibises.  

We tread back, and after eating our damper, we lay back in our blankets and stare at the sky. 

The stars are scattered across the now dark, and black sky, giving light to shine down. Mami 

points out the different constellations. “That’s Equuleus.” She whispered in my ears. “He 

hides from the bear, as a sign of strength.” “Doesn’t that make him a coward?” I whisper back, 

confused. “No, no, little moonbeam. This little foal is smart, and his strength is knowing when 

he can and can’t defend himself. He is smart and has used the cool logic in the face of danger.” 

“If I ever came near a bear” I whisper back, “I think I would be too scared to think of a 

solution.” Mami gives me a kiss on the forehead. “Danger is everywhere, and fear can 

grow…but only when you feed it, little moon.” And with that, she turned around, and went to 

sleep. 

The next week, I was out collecting stones for my stone collection. Every rock was special and 

different, just like people, and I loved to give them thought and consideration before making 

a wish and throwing them all back in the water. I was just throwing my blue rock collection, 

when Papi yelled out, “Tyipa! The train is here!” My heart gave a leap! The train! The Tea and 

Sugar Train came once a month, bringing food for us to eat, and it was important that I got 

there on time. I started to run to our tavern, where Mami was waiting with her small pouch 

and list. “There’s a little extra, in case you find something you like.” She whispered. I felt 

happy, and special at this.  
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Mami was a widow and got paid in small amounts. If she had enough to spare for me, it meant 

she had really worked hard. I wasn’t going to be late for the train after all Mami’s hard work.  

I sprinted toward the train, my bare feet pounding the red, dusty, sand. It was Thursday, how 

could I have forgotten? I ran fast, and hard, and climbed aboard the copper-coloured train. I 

tried to catch my breath and looked at the carriage.  I was standing in a Dairy section of the 

train. I looked at the list, straight to the dairy section. Milk, Butter, Cheese. I started to look 

around for the cheese and butter and the milk, trying to find the ingredients. I was so 

obsessed with finding these items  that I didn’t realise that the guards had closed the doors, 

and that the train was leaving the station. I found the items and walked to the front of the 

compartment, where the milkman was wiping the countertop. He looked horrified at the sight 

of me. I felt a little hurt about this. I know I haven’t washed my face, and my dress was dusty, 

but that was no reason to be rude about it. “What is it?” I asked, rather irritably.  “Kid! What 

yer still doin’ here?” I looked at him, confused. He sighed, and told me, “We’ve left the last 

station.” He told me sadly. 

I gasped. The room dimming and spinning. I ran out of the Dairy carriage, into the next one, 

which turned out to be a sitting compartment. I ran to the window, and opened it, and before 

I could change my mind, I jumped straight out. I didn’t hear the gasps of horror from the 

passengers. I didn’t hear the yell of the guard. I only heard my own scream as I plunged toward 

the red, dusty, soil. I landed hard with a thump. I started to run away from the train, the exact 

opposite way. I ran, and ran, and ran. I cried horribly, not knowing where I was or where I was 

going. I ran and ran. I kept running until nightfall. I collapsed, exhausted. Where was I? I 

sobbed for a long time, before a whimper cut through my crying. I felt drained, and depressed, 

but I wasn’t going to give that whimper no thought. I crept toward the sound,  not sure if the 

creature was dangerous. The sound led me to a clearing, where I found… a baby kangaroo. I 

gasped. It was dying from a serious cut. I scooped it up and started running toward a sound. 

The sound of a river. She ran forever. Finally coming home to her Mami. I’m home. 

 


